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Abstract – One of all the works on process mining is the process discovery which produces a
representation of a parallel business process. This representation is called process model and it
consists of sequence and parallel control-flow patterns. The parallel control-flow patterns contain
XOR, AND, and OR relations. Hidden Markov Model is rarely used to represent a process model
since XOR, AND and OR relations are not visible. In Hidden Markov Model, the control-flow
patterns are represented by probabilities of state transitions. This research proposes an algorithm
consisting in a process discovery based on Hidden Markov Model. This algorithm contains
equations and rules: the equations are used to differentiate XOR, AND, and OR relations, while
the rules are used to establish the process model utilizing detected control-flow patterns. The
experiment results show that the proposed algorithm obtain the right control-flow patterns in the
process model. The paper demonstrates that the fitness of process models obtained by the
proposed algorithm are relatively higher respect to those obtained by Heuristics Miner and Timebased Heuristics Miner algorithms. This paper also shows that the validity of process models
obtained by the proposed algorithm are better than those obtained by other algorithms. Copyright
© 2016 Praise Worthy Prize S.r.l. - All rights reserved.
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A matrix of probabilities of state
transitions
AND relation
Probability of observation k depends on
state i is not equal to zero
Probability of observation k depends on
state j
A matrix of probabilities of observation
dependencies toward states
The percentage of traces of event log x
depicted in process models (Depiction
Measure of event log x)
Number of excessing activities at the
endpoint of the trace
Hidden Markov Model
Number of missing activities from the
trace
Minimal value of PP as a threshold for
differentiating parallel control-flow
patterns
Number of observations depend on state
i
Number of observations k depend on
state i
Number of states
Observations of Hidden Markov Model
OR relation
Positive value of state i as input of
equation avgpp and minpp
State at time = t
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There are several representations of process model,
e.g. Petri Net, Business Process Model and Notations
(BPMN), YAWL, and Hidden Markov Model. None of
all the existing process discoveries, e.g. Alpha, Alpha++
[10], and Heuristics Miner [14] algorithms, use Hidden
Markov Model to depict its process model.
This is because the parallel control-flow patterns of
Hidden Markov Model are not visible. Hidden Markov
Model represents its control-flow patterns by
probabilities of its state transitions.
The sequence control-flow pattern appears if the state
has transition with one state, and the parallel control-flow
pattern appears if the state has transition with more than
one state. With only relying on the probabilities of state
transitions, it is difficult to differentiate XOR, AND and
OR relations as the parallel control-flows pattern.
Therefore, this research concludes that the parallel
control-flows pattern of Hidden Markov Model is
categorized as invisible. Several researches have
exploited Hidden Markov Model for solving their
problems, e.g. [15]-[20].
[15], [16] have exploited Hidden Markov Model in
process mining. However, no research utilized Hidden
Markov Model for discovering parallel business process.
This research proposes an algorithm to obtain a
process model of parallel business process based on
Hidden Markov Model. The proposed algorithm utilizes
Baum-Welch method and double time-stamped event
log. This research proposes new equations of the
proposed algorithm to differentiate XOR, AND, and OR
relations, which is a tough task for Alpha, Alpha++ and
Heuristics Miner algorithms. This research also proposes
rules to establish the process model by determining
activity relations and utilizing sequence and parallel
control-flow patterns which are results of the proposed
equations.
In addition to discovering business process, the
evaluation of discovered process model is also important.
Validity and fitness are quality measurements of
discovered process models [14]. This research compares
discovered process models obtained by the proposed
algorithm with others algorithm. The comparison is
based on the validity and the fitness.
This research is constructed as follows: Section II
presents Hidden Markov Model for Activity Relation
Determination. This section also reviews equations to
evaluate the validity and the fitness of a discovered
process model. Section III describes the proposed
algorithm. Section IV reports the steps and final outputs
of the experiment process. The last section, Section V,
presents conclusions of the research.

Relation measure of state Si as a
parameter to differentiate the parallel
control-flow patterns
States of Hidden Markov Model
State at this time
State at a later time
Observations depend on state at this
time
Observations depend on state at a later
time
The percentage of activities in traces of
event log x depicted in process models
(Specific Depiction Measure of event
log x)
In equations Dm(x), it means number of
traces but in other equations, it means
time
XOR relation

I.

Introduction

A business process is examined by a technique called
process mining. The business process is formed by
activities with multiple purposes [1]. Process mining
contains several required works. Process discovery is one
of these required works and it analyzes the business
process by extracting current activities of organization in
event logs [2]. The goal of process discovery is to depict
the most effective activities of the organization in a
process model. Process model constitutes a guidance to
verify and analyze the performance of the present
business process, which can change overtime in a large
scale of applications [3].
It can also be a guidance to solve the complexity of
issues in activities. These issues occur in any fields, e.g.
business [4], environment [5], [6], smartphone [7], and
fraud [8], [9]. Not all the business process activities are
executed sequentially. Some activities can be executed
parallelly. A parallel business process consists of
activities which are executed sequentially and parallelly.
A process model has sequence and parallel control-flow
patterns to present the parallel business process.
The control-flow patterns are the forms which express
the ordering of activities [10]. The sequence control-flow
pattern is used if the next order of an activity is only one
activity, whereas the parallel control-flow pattern is used
if the next order of an activity is composed by more than
one activity. The parallel control-flow patterns are XOR
relation, OR relation, and AND relation [11], [12]. XOR
relation selects exactly one activity (event) to be
executed. OR relation selects one or multiple activities to
be executed. AND relation permits some activities to be
executed parallelly. Besides sequence and parallel, there
are non-free choice relations. They occur when an
activity is executed after a certain activity which gets a
parallel control-flows patterns. [13] is concerned with
determining non-free choice relation using decision
mining.

II.

Research Method

This section contains an explanation of Hidden
Markov Model for Activity Relation Determination as
the basis of the proposed algorithm. It also contains the
equations to calculate the validity and the fitness, as the
quality measurements of discovered process model.
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Hidden Markov Model for Activity Relation
Determination utilizes a collection of event logs having a
double time-stamped. The double time-stamped are a
start time and an end time of activities in a event log.
They are used to classify observations of each state.
II.1.

This research determines the places as states and
activities with one additional activity at the endpoint of a
trace as observations in the Hidden Markov Model.
The concept expressed above is very confusing
because of a bad english construction. Please try to
express it more clearly.
The trace means a thread of activities in event log. The
additional activity is symbolized by e. Petri Net defines
that the transitions depend on the same place if only one
of the transitions occurs in each trace. These transitions
are called choice transitions. Hidden Markov Model
adapts the place as a state and adapts the transitions as
the obervations. Differently by Petri Net, the
observations of Hidden Markov Model depend on the
same state if they are indicated as choice observations or
they have time-overlap with others.
The observations are indicated as choice observations
if they have the same order of the execution in their
traces. If an observation has more than one order of the
execution, then the biggest order is used.
The observations have time-overlap with others if they
have the same start time or they have the same end time
or the time span of observations is met.
Since there is no prior knowledge of the state
transition probabilities, an initial guess of transition
probability for each state in Hidden Markov Model is
determined by 1. The initial guess of observation
probabilities and the initial state probability distribution
are mined from reference traces. Reference traces are
obtained from stored event logs. This research uses 20%
of traces in the event log as the reference traces.
The common overview about Hidden Markov Model
for activity relation determination is presented in Fig. 1.

Hidden Markov Model of Activity
Relation Determination

Hidden Markov Model is a combination of two
probability distribution processes wherein one of them is
hidden. A hidden process can only be determined
through another process that produces a sequence of
observations [21]. Each observation depends on the
states in hidden process. Hidden Markov Model can also
be interpreted as Markov Model wherein its proper states
are not directly observed [15].
Mathematical model of Hidden Markov Model is
HMM = (S, O, A, B, π). S declares a restricted group of
hidden states and O declares a restricted group of
observations.
A contains many probabilities of the state transitions.
Each state transitions to one or many states, either itself
or others. The verb in this sentence is missing. Please
correct it. However, the total of probabilities of
transitioning from a state to other states must be 1. A is
defined in Eq. (1):
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B contains many probabilities of the observations
which depend on certain states. Each observation can
depend on one or many states. However, the total of
probabilities of a state with its observations must be 1.
B is defined in Eq. (2):
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Hidden Markov Model has one or many initial states.
The probabilities of these initial states are stored in a
vector symbolized by π.
The total of probabilities of the initial states must be 1.
π is defined in Eq. (3):

Fig. 1. Hidden Markov Model for Activity Relation Determination

II.2.

The quality of process discovery can be assessed by
evaluating their discovered outputs, i.e. process models.
The evaluation of the process discovery refers to
compare discovered process models from different
algorithms. The final decision determines the best
algorithm among all the algorithms [14].
Process mining reports have not yet defined the agreed
algorithm to evaluate the process models. However, the
validity and the fitness are already defined as the domain
to evaluate process models. The fitness can be obtained
by calculating the percentage of recognized traces

N

 i  P  q1  Si  ,1  i  N ,   i  1

The Validity and the Fitness of
Discovered Process Models

(3)

i 1

This research uses the Hidden Markov Model, which
has Petri Net model as its reference. Petri Net model
connects some places with some transitions forming a
two-way graph. Each place has one or more transitions
which occur if their places are traversed [10]. Each
transition contains an activity of the event log.
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included in the discovered process model. The high
value of fitness of discovered process model shows that
many traces are depicted, whereas the low value of
fitness of discovered process model shows that few traces
are depicted [14].
The validity can be obtained by calculating
correctness statements included in the discovered process
model [14]. The statements are activities and their
relations. A process model is valid if it has all the
correctness statements, and vice versa.
Reference [14] shows that there are some equations
for calculating the fitness of process model. This research
calls the equations as Depiction Measure (Dm) and
Specific Depiction Measure (SDm). Dm is the percentage
of traces depicted in process models and SDm is the
percentage of the activities in traces depicted in the
process models. Dm is obtained by dividing the accurate
traces with the total of traces and SDm is obtained by
dividing the accurated activities with the total of
activities in traces. The Dm is defined in equation (4)
while the SDm is defined in Eq. (5):
at
t

(4)

1  a  ma  1  a  ea 

2
a
2
a

(5)

Dm  x  

SDm  x  

This new model has the maximum probabilities given
by the observation sequences. According to [23], BaumWelch method needs Hidden Markov Model (A, B, π) as
the initial model and observation sequences. The initial
model of Baum-Welch method is formed according to
explanation in Section II.1.
This research gives a simplified example. There are
some traces, i.e. ABD and ACD, which have been
observed. The ABD appears 4 times and the ACD
appears 6 times. Considering these traces, the research
discovered four events, such as A, B, C, D. These events
are the observations in the Hidden Markov Model.
Under Section II.1, the choice observations or the
time-overlap observations are observed. The choice
observations are event B and event C because they are
equally executed as the second event. The time-overlap
observations are not found because no events have timeoverlap with others. Considering the choice observations
and an additional activity in the end (e), Hidden Markov
Model of this simplified example has four states.
They are Place 1 (P1), Place 2 (P2), Place 3 (P3), and
Place 4 (P4). P1 has event A as its observation. P2 has
event B and event C as its observations. P3 has event D
as its observation. P4 has e as its observation. By
following the steps of Baum-Welch method in [19], a
new Hidden Markov Model of simplified example (An,
Bn, πn ) is displayed in Table I until Table III.
TABLE I
THE INITIAL STATE PROBABILITY
OF NEW HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL
πn
State
Probability
P1
1

In reference [14], the discovered process model is
categorized as a valid process model if every statement in
this process model is the same with a reference process
model containing valid statements.
To determine the validity of discovered process
model, this research uses Causal Nets as comparison
tool. Causal Nets represent the activities with a set of
input binding as leading activites and a set of output
binding as following activites [22]. Causal Nets are
chosen because they determine the complete statements
of process models by defining the leading and the
following activities for each activity in the process
models. This research generates the Causal Nets of the
reference process model from event log without noise.

TABLE II
THE STATE TRANSITION PROBABILITY MATRIX
OF NEW HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL
An
State at this time State at a later time Probability
P1
P2
1
P2
P3
1
P3
P4
1
TABLE III
THE OBSERVATION PROBABILITY MATRIX
OF NEW HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL
Bn
State Observation Probability
P1
A
1
P2
B
0.4
P2
C
0.6
P3
D
1
P4
e
1

III. Proposed Method
This section explains the details of the proposed
algorithm. It has 3 steps: predicting the probabilities of
Hidden Markov Model, determining the sequence
relation, the parallel relation and the loop condition, and
establishing the process model.

III.2. Determining the Sequence Relation, Parallel
Relation and Loop Condition

III.1. Predicting the Probabilities of
Hidden Markov Model

There are two types of relations in the process model:
sequence relations and parallel relations. Sequence
relations appear when the states have dependency
relations with one state, while parallel relations appear
when the states have dependency relations with more
than one state.

Baum-Welch method is employed to predict the
probabilities of Hidden Markov Model. Baum-Welch
method is a combination of forward method and
backward method to determine new Hidden Markov
Model (An, Bn, πn).
Copyright © 2016 Praise Worthy Prize S.r.l. - All rights reserved
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There are conditions wherein the states have no
parallel relations even though they have dependency
relations with more than one state.
The conditions are when the states have dependency
relations with themself or when the states have
dependency relations with their previous state.
This condition is called loop conditions. In many
researches like [14], [24], [25], the loop condition is
divided in 2 parts: length one loop and length two loop.
Length one loop appears when the state has dependency
relation with itself and length two loop appears when the
state has dependency relation with its previous state. The
loop conditions are classified as sequence relations in
process model.
The loop conditions can be considered as noise if they
appear low in event logs [14]. Similarly to what
expressed above there are KK activity as length one loop
in five traces. These traces in the event log out of the
nine hundred traces are indicated as noise because they
appear low in this event log. Their appearance is 0.6% of
all the traces. Before classifying sequence relations and
parallel relations, this research proposes the equations to
filter dependency relations from noise traces and to
determine specific parallel relations.
The dependency relations are collected by obtaining
the state probabilities.
The proposed equations are PP, minPP, and avgPP. PP
(Positive Probability) is a positive value of each state as
the input for the calculation of minPP and avgPP. PP is
obtained by multiplying the positive state probabilities
and their observation probabilities.
MinPP and avgPP are thresholds for determining
specific parallel relations. MinPP is a minimal value
from all of the PP (Positive Probability). AvgPP is an
average value from all of the PP (Positive Probability).
The dependency relations are allowed if the state
probabilities are more than minPP. The proposed
equations are described in the following:

XOR relation occurs if the relation measure is less
than or equal to minPP. AND relation occurs if the
relation measure is more than or equal to avgPP. OR
relation occurs if the relation measure is between minPP
and avgPP. The following equations are obtained:

Relation Measure  Si  

1 k  M

if Relation Measure  Si   min PP

(10)

then XOR
if min PP < Relation Measure  Si   avgPP

(11)

then OR
if avgPP  Relation Measure  Si 

(12)

then AND
According to the example in Section III.1, this
research determines sequence relations and parallel
relations based on the observation probability matrix in
Table III. Considering Eq. (6), the Positive Probability
(PP) of P2 is calculated as follows:
P2 = An(P2P3) × avg(An(P2B),An(P2C))
= 1 × avg(0.4,0.6)
= 0.12
By performing the same equation, the PP of P1, P3
and P4 are 1. Considering equation (7) and equation (8),
minPP is 0.12 and avgPP is 0.71.
Because all the state probabilities in Table II are more
than minPP, the dependency relations of all the states are
allowed. State P1, P3 and P4 are grouped as sequence
relations and State P2 is grouped as a parallel relation.
Considering Eq. (9) until Eq. (12), the Relation Measure
of P2 is calculated as shown below:

(6)

aij  0 ,bi  k   0

avgPP  average PP  Si 

(9)

1  j  N ,aij  0

PP  Si   average aij  average bi  k 
1 j  N

aii
1

,
aij n  bi  k    1

P2 = (An(P2P2)/An(P2P3)) × (1/(2-1))
= 0/1 × 1
=0

(7)

1i  N

min PP  min PP  Si 

Because the Relation Measure of P2 is less than
minPP, so P2 is classified as XOR relation.

(8)

1i  N

III.3. Establishing the Process Model

The classification of sequence relations and parallel
relations relies on the number of observations for every
state. A state has a sequence relation if it has one
observation or has loop conditions. A state has a parallel
relation if it has more than one observation.
To determine the specific parallel relation, a formula,
called relation measure is proposed. The relation measure
is used as the parallel determination value for each state
and it can be obtained by dividing the state probability
with the state probability of another state.

The dependency relations among activities are
determined to establish the process model.
The information of dependency relations contain the
start activities, the end activities, and the relation
between them. The determination of the dependency
relations is relied on the probabilities of state transitions.
The start activities are obtained by the observations
which rely on states at this time.
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The end activities are obtained by the observations
which rely on states at a later time. Finally, the relation is
obtained by the following rules, described in Table IV. In
accordance with the same example in Section III.1 and
Section III.2, there are two dependency relations: P1 to
P2 and P2 to P3. This research uses the first, second and
sixth step of rules as described in Table IV.
This is because all the states appear once and no
dependency relations occur between the same states. P4
contains an additional activity (e) so the relation between
P3 and P4 is ignored.
The start activities and the end activities of the
dependency relations between P1 and P2 are Event A and
Event (B, C). The dependency relation is XOR relation
because P1 is sequence relation and P2 is XOR relation.
The start activities and the end activities of the
dependency relations between P1 and P2 are Event (B,
C) and Event D. The dependency relation is XOR
relation because P3 is sequence relation and P2 is XOR
relation. The process model relied on dependency
relations is presented in Fig. 2.

IV.

Fig. 2. The process model
TABLE V
THIS RESEARCH ACTIVITY NAMES
The real name of
The name of activities
activities
in this research
Getting good receive
A
Bale opening and blending
B
Opossing spike
C
Air current blowing
D
Striking cotton
E
Carding
F
Drawing frame
G
Roving frame
H
Combing
I
Ring framing
J
Cone winding
K

Results and Analysis
The opposing spike and air current blowing activities
are not mutually dependent, so they can be executed
parallelly. Thereafter, one or all the drawing frame and
roving frame activities are executed.

This experiment uses the double time-stamped event
log. Each event log has attributes, such as the case id, the
activities, and the time of activity executions. These time
are the start time and the finish time.
The business process in this experiment contains 11
activities described in Table V.

IV.1. Experiment Data
The event logs as experiment data in Section IV
contain 50 traces in four conditions. These conditions are
event log without noise, event log with 10% noise, event
log with 30% noise and event log with 50% noise.
This section focuses on the event log without noise.
The piece of event log used in this experiment is
presented in Fig. 3.

TABLE IV
RULES OF DETERMINING ACTIVITY RELATIONS
Number
Rules
1
The start activities are the observations of the state at this
time and the end activities are the observations of the
state at a later time  St 1  O   .
2

The dependency relation is not included if St is same as
St 1 while their relation is a specific parallel relation or

3

the end activity is an additional activity.
The dependency relation is a sequence relation if St is
same as St 1 while their relation is the sequence

4

relation.
The dependency relation is a specific parallel relation if
one of the relations of St and St 1 is a specific parallel

5

relation.
The dependency relation is a sequence relation if the
relations of St and St 1 are the same specific parallel

6

relations or they are sequence relation.
The dependency relation is a specific parallel relation of
St 1 if the relation of S t and the relation of St 1 are

IV.2. Process Discovery using Modified Hidden
Markov Model

7

different specific parallel relations.
If St appears more than once, the dependency relation is a
relation of St 1 which appears once and the start

This section describes the steps of process discovery
using the proposed algorithm with the event log
presented in Section IV.1.

Fig. 3. The piece of event log

activities are an observations of St which has a closest
observation probability with the state probability of St
and St 1 .
8

IV.2.1. Predicting the Probabilities of
Hidden Markov Model

If St 1 appears more than once, it merges that the start
activities from different St and the dependency relation
are a specific parallel relation of St

This research predicts the probabilities of Hidden
Markov Model. The observations are made by all the
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IV.2.3. Establishing the Process Model

activities described in the beginning of Section IV. Two
time-overlap paired events and no event indicated as
choice observation were founded after observing 20%
traces. The two paired events are event C with event D
and event G with event H. Ten states are determined by
considering the discoverably paired events.
They are Place 1 (P1) until Place 10 (P10). The
observations of each place are described in Table VI.
Table VII until Table IX show the Hidden Markov
Model using Baum-Welch method.

Under Section III.3, the dependency relations among
activities are determined.
By using the rules in Table IV, the dependency
relations are described in Table X.
The discovered process model based on the relations
in Table VII is displayed in Fig. 4.
This research also discovers event logs which contain
10% noise, 30% noise and 50% noise with the proposed
algorithm. Based on the experiments, the discovered
process models from that event logs are the same as the
discovered process model from event log without noise
displayed in Fig. 4.

TABLE VI
THE OBSERVATION OF HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL
State Observation State Observation
P1
A
P6
G,H
P2
B
P7
I
P3
C,D
P8
J
P4
E
P9
K
P5
F
P10
e

IV.3. Process Discovery Using Another Algorithm
In addition to the proposed algorithm, this research
discovers the process model using Modified Time-Based
Heuristics Miner algorithm [26] and Original Heuristics
Miner algorithm [24], [25] with event log from Section
IV.1. The discovered process models using Original
Heuristics Miner algorithm from event log as described
in Section IV.1 are displayed in Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8.
The discovered process model using Modified TimeBased Heuristics Miner algorithm from event log as
described in Section IV.1 are displayed in Figs. 9, 10, 11
and 12.

TABLE VII
THE INITIAL STATE PROBABILITY OF HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL
πn
State
Probability
P1
1
TABLE VIII
THE STATE TRANSITION PROBABILITY MATRIX
OF HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL
An
State at State at a
State at State at a
Probability
Probability
this time later time
this time later time
P1
P2
1
P6
P6
0.32
P2
P3
1
P6
P7
0.68
P3
P3
0.5
P7
P8
1
P3
P4
0.5
P8
P8
0.38
P4
P5
1
P8
P9
0.62
P5
P6
1
P9
P10
1

State
P1
P2
P3
P3
P4
P5

State
(Before)
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P8
P9

TABLE IX
THE OBSERVATION PROBABILITY MATRIX
OF HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL
Bn
Observation Probability State Observation Probability
A
1
P6
G
0.5
B
1
P6
H
0.5
C
0.5
P7
I
1
D
0.5
P8
J
1
E
1
P9
K
1
F
1
P10
e
1

State
(After)
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P8
P9
P10

TABLE X
DEPENDENCY RELATION
Start
End
Relation
Activities Activities
A
B
Seq
B
C,D
AND
C,D
E
AND
E
F
Seq
F
G,H
OR
G,H
I
OR
I
J
Seq
J
J
Seq
J
K
Seq
K
e
-

Rule
Numbers
1,5
1,4
1,4
1,5
1,4
1,4
1,5
1,3
1,5
1,2

IV.2.2. Determining the Sequence and Parallel Relation
The avgPP and minPP are calculated by using Eq. (6),
Eq. (7) and Eq. (8). The results of avgPP and minPP are
0.75 and 0.25. All the state transitions are allowed
because all the state probabilities in Table VI are more
than minPP. Under Section III.2, the classified states in
sequence relations are P1, P2, P4, P5, P7, P8, P9, P10
and the classified states in parallel relations are P3 and
P6. Using Eq. (9), the Relation Measure of P3 is 1 and
the Relation Measure of P6 is 0.5. Because the Relation
Measure of P3 is more than avgPP and the Relation
Measure of P6 is between avgPP and minPP, P3 is
classified as AND relation and P6 is classified as XOR
relation.

Fig. 4. Discovered Process Model using proposed algorithm
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Fig. 5. Discovered Process Model using Original Heuristics
Miner algorithm

Fig. 8. Discovered 50% Noise Process Model using Original Heuristics
Miner algorithm

Fig. 6. Discovered 10% Noise Process Model
using Original Heuristics Miner algorithm

Fig. 9. Discovered No Noise Process Model using Modified TimeBased Heuristics Miner algorithm

Fig. 7. Discovered 30% Noise Process Model
using Original Heuristics Miner algorithm

Fig. 10. Discovered 10% Noise Process Model using Modified TimeBased Heuristics Miner algorithm
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TABLE XI
FITNESS VALUES USING THE PARSING MEASURE
Depiction Measure (Dm)
Event Log Method/algorithm
Dm
50 trace Modified Hidden Markov Model
1
(no noise) Original Heuristics Miner
0.5
Modified Time-Based Heuristics Miner 1
50 trace Modified Hidden Markov Model
0.9
(10% noise) Original Heuristics Miner
0.42
Modified Time-Based Heuristics Miner 0.9
50 trace Modified Hidden Markov Model
0.7
(30% noise) Original Heuristics Miner
0.42
Modified Time-Based Heuristics Miner 0.74
50 trace Modified Hidden Markov Model
0.5
(50% noise) Original Heuristics Miner
0.38
Modified Time-Based Heuristics Miner 0.52

at
50
25
50
45
21
45
35
21
37
25
19
26

TABLE XII
FITNESS VALUES USING THE CONTINUOUS PARSING MEASURE
Specific Depiction Measure (SDm)
Event Log
Algorithm
SDm a ma
50 trace Modified Hidden Markov Model
1
555 (no noise) Original Heuristics Miner
0.977 555 25
Modified Time-Based Heuristics
1
555 Miner
50 trace Modified Hidden Markov Model
0.991 554 5
(10% noise) Original Heuristics Miner
0.973 554 30
Modified Time-Based Heuristics
0.991 554 5
Miner
50 trace Modified Hidden Markov Model
0.982 539 12
(30% noise) Original Heuristics Miner
0.967 539 42
Modified Time-Based Heuristics
0.983 539 12
Miner
50 trace Modified Hidden Markov Model
0.971 543 17
(50% noise) Original Heuristics Miner
0.953 543 53
Modified Time-Based Heuristics
0.973 543 17
Miner

Fig. 11. Discovered 30% Noise Process Model using Modified
Time-Based Heuristics Miner algorithm

t
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

ea
5
5
8
6
16
14

The Causal Net from event log without noise is built
to obtain the validity of discovered process model using
three algorithms as described in Section IV.4.
This Causal Net is named Reference Causal Net. The
discovered process models using that three algorithms
are valid process models if the Causal Net of this
discovered process model is similar to the Reference
Causal Net.
The Causal Net of discovered process models using
three algorithms is built from the event log with 30%
noise. All the Causal Nets are displayed in Table XIII
until Table XVI. Based on the results in Table XIII until
Table XVI, the only Causal Net using the proposed
algorithm is similar to the Reference Causal Net.

Fig. 12. Discovered 50% Noise Process Model using Modified
Time-Based Heuristics Miner algorithm

IV.4. The Fitness and the Validity of Discovered
Process Models
Reflecting on the fitness and the validity equations in
Section II.2, the discovered process models from three
algorithms can be compared.
The three algorithms are the proposed algorithm,
Original Heuristics Miner algorithm, and Modified TimeBased Heuristics Miner algorithm.
Based on Depiction Measure in Eq. (4) and Spesific
Depiction Measure in Eq. (5), the fitness values for each
algorithm are displayed in Table XI and Table XII.
Based on Table XI and Table XII, it can be seen that
the average of the difference of the discovered process
models obtained by the proposed algorithm and those
obtained by Modified Time-Based Heuristics Miner
which gain the highest fitness, is 0.0079. Because the
difference is less than 1%, it means that the fitness of the
discovered process models obtained by this proposed
algorithm is categorized in high value eventhough it is
not the highest value.

TABLE XIII
THE REFERENCE CAUSAL NETS
INPUT SET
ACTIVITY
OUTPUT SET
{Ø}
A
{{B}}
{{B}}
B
{{C,D}}
{{B}}
C
{{E}}
{{B}}
D
{{E}}
{{C,D}}
E
{{F}}
{{E}}
F
{{G},{H},{G,H}}
{{F}}
G
{{I}}
{{F}}
H
{{I}}
{{G},{H},{G,H}}
I
{{J}}
{{I},{J}}
J
{{J},{K}}
{{J}}
K
{Ø}
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TABLE XIV
THE CAUSAL NETS USING PROPOSED ALGORITHM
INPUT SET
{Ø}
{{B}}
{{B}}
{{B}}
{{C,D}}
{{E}}
{{F}}
{{F}}
{{G},{H},{G,H}}
{{I},{J}}
{{J}}

ACTIVITY
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

After conducting experiments as described in section
IV, the advantages of the proposed algorithm are
described as follows:
 The proposed algorithm differentiates XOR, AND
and OR relations appropriately.
 The proposed algorithm filters noise traces when
discover a process model.
 The proposed algorithm increases the validity of the
discovered process models than other algorithms.
 The discovered process models of the proposed
algorithm have high fitness.

OUTPUT SET
{{B}}
{{C,D}}
{{E}}
{{E}}
{{F}}
{{G},{H},{G,H}}
{{I}}
{{I}}
{{J}}
{{J},{K}}
{Ø}

TABLE XV
THE CAUSAL NETS USING ORIGINAL HEURISTICS MINER
INPUT SET

ACTIVITY

OUTPUT SET

{Ø}
{{B}}
{{B}}
{{B}}
{{C,D}}
{{E}}
{{F}}
{{F}}
{{{G,H}}
{{I},{J}}
{{J},{K}}

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

{{B}}
{{C,D}}
{{E}}
{{E}}
{{F}}
{{G,H}}
{{I}}
{{I}}
{{J}}
{{J},{K}}
{{Ø},{J},{K}}

V.

This paper has proposed an algorithm based on
Hidden Markov Model to discover parallel business
process from event logs with noise and without noise.
The proposed algorithm consists of the following
steps. First, the probabilities are estimated by BaumWelch method. Second, the sequence and parallel
relations are determined using the proposed equations.
Finally, the parallel process model are established
based on the mined dependency relations by using the
proposed rules. The evaluation results showed that the
proposed algorithm could discover parallel process
business containing XOR, AND and OR relations which
are represented by the probabilities of state transitions.
The results also described that
the fitness of
discovered process models obtained by the proposed
algorithm are relatively high as those obtained by
Heuristics Miner and Time-based Heuristics Miner.
This proposed algorithm is promising because there
are only few researches of process mining utilizing
Hidden Markov Model.

TABLE XVI
THE CAUSAL NETS USING MODIFIED TIME-BASED HEURISTICS MINER
INPUT SET
{Ø}
{{B}}
{{B}}
{{B}}
{{C,D}}
{{E}}
{{F}}
{{F}}
{{G},{H},{G,H}}
{{I},{J}}
{{J},{K}}

ACTIVITY
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

OUTPUT SET
{{B}}
{{C,D}}
{{E}}
{{E}}
{{F}}
{{G},{H},{G,H}}
{{I}}
{{I}}
{{J}}
{{J},{K}}
{{Ø},{K}}
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It means that the valid process model for event log
with 30% noise is the discovered process model using the
proposed algorithm.
By utilizing another event log, the valid process
models are shown in Table XVII.
Based on the valid process models in Table XVII, the
validity of the discovered process model using the
proposed algorithm, Original Heuristics Miner and
Modified Time-Based Heuristics Miner are 100%, 0%,
and 50% of all event logs. The validity of discovered
process models using the proposed algorithm is the
highest validity.
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